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FORM WILL NOT WORK CORRECTLY WITHOUT JAVASCRIPT
** PLEASE ENABLE JAVASCRIPT **
Information is requested so that a cause for the mishap can be determined to improve electrical safety.  No attempt is made to assign blame or determine responsibilities which could have led to the mishap. This electrical mishap investigation form helps identify actions needed to prevent future mishaps, such as improved equipment, safer electrical technology designs, improved protective equipment, and training.  The form should be completed in conjunction with individuals who were present during the mishap.  Military departments may choose to link this electrical mishap form with their military department level mishap reporting system; however, at this time, the form is optional in USN and not required to be submitted into Navy's centralized mishap reporting system.
 
PART A should be completed for all electrically related mishaps.
 
PART B should only be completed if the mishap involves direct current: capacitors, batteries, sub-radio frequency (1Hz - 3KHz), welding, radio frequency (>3Khz), photovoltaic, or wind generators:  
ELECTRICAL MISHAP INVESTIGATION
Use this form to collect information for shocks and electrical mishaps involving electrical energy, fires, and falls from contact from electrical current.   
PART A To be completed for all electrically related MISHAPS
7.  Were others involved in mishap, or located in the work area at the time of the mishap?
15.  Did the mishap occur in a confined or enclosed space with limited working space?
14.  Was work done indoors including unconditioned spaces or outdoors?
11.  Was there significant property damage resulting from the electrical incident?
18.  Did other hazards exist at the time of the accident, such as the occurrence of hazardous materials/combustibles, heavy loads, moving or fixed machines, vehicles and equipment, or working at heights?
19.  Were there wet, damp, or extreme humid conditions?
22.  Was the altitude above 6,000 feet?
25.  At the time of the incident, was the worker working alone?
**Attach a photo or diagram that helps describe the mishap in the last field of PART A.**
24.  Did the MISHAP Involve (Check all that apply. (NOTE:  If "c" is selected PART B must also be completed.)
a.
c.
d.
Did the MISHAP involve a fire                               If yes, military departments may wish to link this electrical MISHAP investigation report to the fire incident report tracked in the National Fire Incident Reporting System (NFIRS).
See:  http://www.public.navy.mil/navsafecen/Pages/OSH/NFIRSs.aspx  
b.
27.  Was the worker performing electrical work (plugging in an appliance or changing a light bulb is not electrical work)?
28.  Working Mode (Select one):
29.  Was the worker a qualified electrical worker to perform this task?
32.  Were portable electric tools, generators, or equipment being used or linked to the mishap?                                       If "NO", skip to question #38
35.  Was the tool or equipment approved by a Nationally Recognized testing Laboratory (e.g. UL)?
34.  Was a Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter (GFCI) being used?
33.  For portable tools, were the tools double insulated?
37.  Was the tool locally inspected or approved by the authority having jurisdiction?                                        If "YES", Upload inspection report and/or approval below.
39.  Were hazard(s) identified and a risk assessment documented through a Job Hazard Analysis (JHA) or other method for identifying hazards, and assessing the probability and severity of a mishap?
40.  Did the worker come in direct contact with an energized electrical conduction? 
41.  Is electric shock suspected?                                        If "NO", skip to question #45.
Attach a photo or illustrated diagram of the location of the injury in the last field in PART A
44.  What was the estimated duration of the shock? 
45.  Was there an arc flash?                                        If "NO", skip to question #51.  If "YES:
49.  Was an arc flash analysis done?
50.  Was the arc flash boundary known to the injured person?
51.  Did the worker fall?                                        If "NO", skip to question #57. 
52. Did the fall result from electrical contact?                                      
53. Did an initial slip or fall expose the worker to electrical or other hazards?                                      
56.  Was the worker wearing Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)?
57.  For shock protection, were electric gloves worn?
58.  If dielectric gloves were worn, were they inspected before use?
59.  If dielectric gloves were worn, were they tested within the past six months?
60.  Was the worker wearing PPE for arc flash protection?
61.  Was anything worn other than cotton or wool fabric underneath or over the arc rated clothing?
64.  Did the worker seem dazed, confused, or lose consciousness at any point following the accident?
65.  Was the worker treated at the scene or taken for medical treatment?
66.  Did the worker require CPR?
67.  Was an Automated External Defibrillator (AED) used?
68.  Were internal burns sustained?
69.  Were external burns sustained?
70.  Was the worker treated as if bones might be broken, especially in the neck?
71.  Name, telephone number, and e-mail of person who can provide further information about the mishap details.
OPTIONAL Cultural Questions
This Section To Be Completed By Those Directly Involved In The Mishap
72.  Were there extenuating circumstances that may have contributed to the electrical mishap (e.g. worker fatigue, untrained worker, personal distractions, illness, distracted worker, disgruntled worker)?
73. Will you likely report a moderate electrical shock such as from  120 V AC?                                      
75. Have you paused work when you've felt that your work may not be safe, or if you had concerns about your safety?                                      
76. Have your managers supported a pause of work because of safety concerns?                                      
77. Do you watch your co-worker' activities with a concern for their safety?                                      
78. Have you discussed with a co-worker a practice which you may perceive as being unsafe or could be competed more safely?                                      
79. Has a co-worker ever discussed your practices from a safety  perspective?                                      
80. Do your follow safety rules even when they seem to be unnecessary or impracticable?                                      
81. Does your work allow you to continuously watch for hazards, and allow you to assess the risk of the work you do and then communicate that risk?                                      
82. Have your supervisor and/or upper level managers actively supported your efforts to enhance your safety and that of others in your organization?                                      
74. Has a moderate electrical shock, such as 120 V AC occurred before?                                                Was it reported?
PART B
Part B is to be completed for electrical mishaps involving direct current, capacitors, batteries, sub-radio frequency (1Hz - 3kHZ), welding, radio frequency (>3Khz), photovoltaic, or wind generators.
Refer to the electrical Hazard Classification Tool for assistance in completing this form available at:
http://apps.ctc.com/esafe-pro/2/index.html
84.  Select one
SECTION I - DC
85. Was electric current de-energized and verified?
89.  Working Mode (Select one):
SECTION II - CAPACITOR
92.  Working Mode (Select one):
93.  What was the type of battery and number batteries? (Select one or more):
SECTION III - BATTERY
99.  Working Mode (Select one):
SECTION IV - SUB-RF (1 Hz - 3kHz) Including 400 Hz Power Systems and Welding
105.  Did the mishap occur because of a welding incident?
104.  Working Mode (Select one):
SECTION V - RF (3kHz - 100MHz)
SECTION VI - PHOTVOLTAIC
SECTION VII - WIND
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